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Teaching:
Dr. Sundaramoorthi's teaching is a strong point and he has maintained excellent evaluations
from his students since starting at Western. Teaching quantitative subjects is a challenge and he
manages to keep his students engaged in the classroom. The comments from students praise his
teaching methods especially the use of examples and providing enough detail to get the subject
across so it can be understood.

As an advisor, Dr. Sundaramoorthi is active and very productive. He works with approximately
twenty students and supports our Advising Center by volunteering his efforts as needed for
Transfer Day and Regular Registration Day. His advisees find him helpful and prepared when
they come to see him. Comments on the CSB Academic Advising Survey are very positive.

Scholarship:
Dr. Sundaramoorthi's research is another bright spot. He currently has three refereedjoumal
publications, two of which were published in 2010. He also has four peer reviewed conference
proceedings with one in the last year. Dr. Sundaramoorthi is active in pursuing funded research
and has two with Heartland Regional Medical Center and three funded by MWSU. A major
highlight in 2009 was his winning the Best Research Poster at the Mayo clinic conference.

Service:
Dr. Sundaramoorthi's service as an assistant professor is outstanding especially considering the
fact that he spends a great deal of time on his research and his teaching. Durai is always
available to assist students, other faculty, the Craig School, and the university. He has been
serving on the General Studies Committee, the International Student Advisory Committee, and
the CSB's Curriculum Committee. He has been very active in recruiting international students,
especially from his home country of India. His service to his discipline is also outstanding. He
has been a reviewer and serves on two editorial boards. He is very active in INFORMS where he
has been a Program Co-Chair. Community involvement is also part of his activities working
with Heartland Regional Medical Center, the Chamber, and various local businesses.

Summary:
Overall, Dr. Sundaramoorthi is an outstanding colleague and he represents the CSB very well.
He is a valued member of the School and is encouraged to continue his outstanding performance.
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